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The design method comes from a very simple 
principle; street lighting is contained within three 
main components: SPACE, PEOPLE and LIGHT. 
Each of these components contains a rich world 
within itself. The method basically connects these 
three components and examines the overlap 
between them, and presents the possibility of how 
to reach a complex situation where every one of the 
components is expressed in high accordance with 
the others. Much thought has been dedicated to the 
order of action in the method, what the elements at 
each stage are, and what is the correct order in the 
different uses. In this part I will show the complexity 
of this method, and explain all of its components and 
its use. 

The design method was developed as a useful tool 
for professionals who deal with lighting, while at the 
same time based on a case study that helped to build 
it and test it during the various phases. 

From ANALYSIS to CONCEPT  

The way to analyse an area by using the design 
method, is first to understand the components of 
each of the three elements, to know them and control 
them. Each of the components should be part of the 
examination, by maps, questionnaires, observations, 
etc.

The second stage is the overlap phase between the 
three elements. Each stage takes two of the basics 
elements and overlap between them. This phase also 
contains a handful of components which are mainly 
built on two main primarily elements. Each one of the 
components of the overlap phase has to run through 
an analysis as well. 

The third stage is the stage of formulating the 
analysis, after understanding the basic components 
and the overlap between them it is now possible to 
understand the issues that emerged throughout the 
analysis. The best way to consolidate the operation 
is to coordinate all the information, overlap between 
the maps, diagrams, photographs, etc. 

The best way to establish a position is to use the same 
milestones of the third stage. After having all the 
complete analysis from all the stage overlapping and 
centred, the problems of the site start to float, and be 
more obvious. The ingredients of the problems and 
their sources are very well known. 

The CONCEPT

After having a complete and clear analysis derived 
from the method system, a concept can be produced. 
The concept must be built based on components of 
the third stage. The findings from the analysis can be 
interpreted in different ways for different purposes 
and there is no one manner to accurately produce 
the concept but the cornerstones on which the 
concept should rely. The concept can be supported 
by images and other sources, case studies that are 
not necessarily linked to the specific case in which the 
concept handles.

From CONCEPT to a PROPOSAL 

Another step that the method offers is a stage in 
which developing the concept factors into coherent 
solutions. At this stage the user moves back to the 
stages of the basic elements and the overlapping 
phase in the opposite order and understands 
how to take into consideration or implement the 
concept in each step and in every component, until 
the user reaches the light component from the first 
stage. There he will already know how to develop 
practical solutions to the idea according to the eight 
components.

5. THE DESIGN METHOD
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Street lighting = HUMANS + SPACE + LIGHT

From ANALYSIS to a CONCEPT  

From CONCEPT to a PROPOSAL  

SPACE
Location
History and future developments
Natural environment
Built / Open
Dimensions
Proportions
Functions
Spatial Form
Borders
Fenestrations
Elements

LIGHT
Level of lightness
Spatial distribution of brightness
Shadows
Reflections
Glare
Colour of light
Colours
Dynamic

HUMANS
Culture
Emotions
Physiology
The eye visual mechanism
Visual field of view
Visual Perception

HUMANS+SPACE
Ergonomics
Locality
Activity
Circulation & Accessibility
5 Elements by K.Lynch
Rhythm
Daily appearance of installed equipment

SPACE+LIGHT
Focal glow
Play of brilliant
Ambient luminescence
Light zones
Economy + Maintenance
Sustainability
Windows

HUMANS+SPACE+LIGHT
Atmosphere
Contextualization
Spaciousness
Visibility
Information
Environment’s visual order
Image of the space
Schedule

HUMANS+SPACE+LIGHT

HUMANS+SPACE+LIGHT

HUMANS          SPACE             LIGHT

HUMANS          SPACE             LIGHT

HUMANS+SPACE

HUMANS+SPACE

HUMANS+LIGHT

HUMANS+LIGHT

SPACE+LIGHT

SPACE+LIGHT

HUMANS+LIGHT 
Visual approaches
Safety and security
Interference by glare
Adaptation light-dark
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5.1 TABLE OF COMPONENTS
This table shows all the components of each step of the design method. It gives a brief description of each of the 
components and also presents options for every one of the elements on how to analyze or to present it in the proposal 
stage. After the table come the chapter that explains in depth each of the components and their importance in the process.

Components Description Way to analyse Way to present
Location Absolute or/and relative position of the site. Maps Maps

History and future 
developments

Past events, particularly in the urban environment and light development. Also 
future project on site. 

Research, maps, 
photos, Aerial 
photograph

Maps, photos, Illustrations

Natural environment
The weather conditions prevailing in an area in general or over a long 
period. (Sun, rain, snow, wind, temperature, humidity)

Sun diagrams, maps, 
Research

Diagrams, Maps, photos, 
tables, charts

Built / Open The mass of the built environment, shows clearly the urban public areas Nolly maps Nolly Maps

Dimensions Measurements of the area, such as length, breadth, depth and height.
Plans, sections, 
measurements, 
sketches, observations

Plans, sections

Proportions
A part , share,  considered in comparative relation to the whole area. For 
example: proportions of the street; the height of the building in relation to 
the width of the street.

Sections Diagrams, Sections

Functions List of shops, public buildings, parks etc. Maps, research Maps, photos

Spatial Form
Surfaces, materials, textures, patterns, structures, colours, coatings, 
decorations.

Observations, 
research, Technical 
drawing 

Photos, Technical drawing 

Borders
Boundaries that define the space. Vertical (skyline) and horizontal borders. 
Natural (sea, cliffs) and structures (Walls, Partitions, slopes)

Observation, Plans, 
Sections

Photos, Plans, Sections

Fenestrations
The arrangement of windows and openings in a building. The proportions 
between the open and close in the façade.

Observation, facades Photos, facades

Elements
A small thing/s in space: benches, bus-stops, street signage, trees, 
garbage cans etc.   

Observation, plans, 
sections, facades, 
research, maps

Photos, sections, 
diagrams, facades, maps, 
plans

SPACE

Components Description Way to analyse Way to present

Level of lightness How light or dark it is? observations
photos, diagrams, light 
plans, light sections

Spatial distribution of 
brightness

Where is darker/ brighter? observations
photos, diagrams, light 
plans, light sections

Shadows Where they fall and the character? observations
photos, diagrams, light 
plans, light sections

Reflections Where the occur and they character? observations
photos, diagrams, light 
plans, light sections

Glare Where it occurs and how noticeable it is? observations
photos, diagrams, light 
plans, light sections

Colour of light The colour experience  of the light? observations
photos, diagrams, light 
plans, light sections

Colours If they look natural or distorted? observations
photos, diagrams, light 
plans, light sections

Dynamic How animated the light appears? observations
photos, diagrams, light 
plans, light sections

LIGHT

Components Description Way to analyse Way to present

Culture
 The ideas, traditions, religion, arts, customs, social behaviour of a 
particular society

Observations, Survey, 
research

Diagrams, Tables, Plans, 
sections

Emotions
Feelings deriving from one's circumstances, event, mood, or relationships. For 
example: surprise, love, dislike.

Observations, survey Diagrams, Tables

Physiology The way the human body function, health, Circadian rhythm etc. Observations, survey Diagrams, Tables

The eye visual 
mechanism

Spatial vision- giving spatial information (big scale).  Foveal vision- giving 
information on details (small scale). Scotopic-under low light conditions, 
Photopic-under well-lit conditions, Mesopic- in low but not quite dark 
lighting situations.

Observations, survey
Diagrams, Tables, Plans, 
sections

Visual field of view
The approximate field of view of a human eye is 95° out, 75° down, 60° in, 
60° up. About 12–15° temporal and 1.5° below the horizontal is the optic 
nerve or blind spot which is roughly 7.5° high and 5.5° wide.

Observations, survey
Diagrams, Tables, Plans, 
sections

Visual Perception The way in which something is regarded, understood, or interpreted Observation, survey
Diagrams, Tables, Plans, 
sections, pictures

HUMANS
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Components Description Way to analyse Way to present

Ergonomics The understanding of interactions among humans and their surroundings
Observation, survey, 
research

Diagrams, Tables, Plans, 
sections

Locality
The understanding of cultural aspects for comprehension of local identity 
and social structure.

Observation, survey, 
research

Diagrams, Tables, Plans, 
sections

Activity
A thing that a person or group does or has done: festival, demonstrations, 
play, run, drive, cycle, sit

Observation, survey, 
research

Diagrams, Tables, Plans

Accessibility & 
Circulation: 

The ability to reach or enter the area & the movement to and from or 
around the area. Cars, bicycles, buses, pedestrians, etc.

Observation, survey, 
research

Diagrams, Tables, Plans

5 Elements by K.Lynch

Paths - channels in which people travel. Edges - perceived boundaries of 
the space. Districts- relatively large sections of the city distinguished by 
some identity or character. Nodes - focal points, intersections or places. 
Landmarks - readily identifiable objects which serve as external reference 
points.

Mental Maps: 
Observation, survey, 
research

Diagrams, Tables, Plans

Rhythm A strong, regular repeated pattern of structure and movement
Observation, survey, 
research

Diagrams, Tables, Plans

Daily appearance of 
installed equipment

Equipment appearance  also in daytime is an important issue to be 
considered.

Survey, Observation Plans, sections, pictures

HUMANS+SPACE

Components Description Way to analyse Way to present

Visual approaches
The understanding of the visual angles and to be regarded by any 
lighting, and the connection of this multiple images.

Survey, Observation
Diagrams, Tables, Plans, 
sections

Safety and security
How light relates to the condition of being protected from or unlikely to 
cause danger, risk, or injury. Also how light relates to the state of being 
free from danger or threat

Observation, survey
Diagrams, Tables, Plans, 
sections

Interference by glare
There are different levels of glaring effects, from tolerable to “blinding”, 
and this makes a world of difference. Anyhow, glare should never be 
accidental.

Survey
Diagrams, Tables, Plans, 
sections

Adaptation light-dark
From dark area to bright area it takes the eyes 1 min to adjust. From light 
area to dark area it take the eyes 30 min to adjust.

Observation, survey
Diagrams, Tables, Plans, 
sections

HUMANS+LIGHT

Components Description Way to analyse Way to present

Focal glow Highlight- Light that support a specific element. observations, survey
Diagrams, Tables, Plans, 
sections

Play of brilliant
Effects of / by light. Sometimes can be relates to aesthetic and decorative 
light or the appreciation of beauty. 

observations
Diagrams, Tables, Plans, 
sections

Ambient luminescence General lighting for the surroundings or condition. observations
Diagrams, Tables, Plans, 
sections

Light zones
Groupings of the lighting variables (intensity, direction, distribution and 
colour), which are significant to the space and form-giving characteristics 
of light.

observations
Diagrams, Tables, Plans, 
sections

Economy + 
Maintenance

In terms of the purchasing and consumption of light fixtures and services 
and maintenance.

Research Tables

Sustainability
Conserving an ecological balance by avoiding depletion of natural 
resources, for example: light pollution and energy consumption.

Research, observations Tables, pictures

Windows
An opening in the wall or roof of a building,  to admit light and air and 
allow people to see out. At night time admit light to the outdoor 
environment

observations tables, facades, sections

SPACE+LIGHT
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Components Description Way to analyse Way to present

Atmosphere The pervading tone or mood, feeling from/of a place survey, observations
Tables, plans, sections, 
diagrams, Illustrations

Contextualization
The circumstances that form the setting for an event, space, or idea, and 
in terms of which it can be fully understood

survey, observations
Tables, plans, sections, 
diagrams, Illustrations

Spaciousness
The possibility to define the physical space, its volume, size, depth, 
proportions, surfaces, materials, coatings.

survey, observations
Tables, plans, sections, 
diagrams, Illustrations

Visibility The possibility to see and carry out the tasks, the work demands. survey, observations
Tables, plans, sections, 
diagrams, Illustrations

Information
Orientation and direction that conveyed or represented by a particular 
arrangement or sequence of things.

survey, observations
Tables, plans, sections, 
diagrams, Illustrations

Environment’s visual 
order

Visual hierarchy, what do we perceive and in which priority: preserve, 
reveal, contrast, diversity, unity, re-shape images and form qualities.

survey, observations
Tables, plans, sections, 
diagrams, Illustrations

Image of the space
The Identity, considering the indirect action of perception on the 
generation of meanings and affections. Transforming the space into 
special area= PLACE

survey, observations
Tables, plans, sections, 
diagrams, Illustrations

Schedule
A plan for carrying out a process or procedure of lighting, giving lists of 
intended events and times according to the users, sun, moon and the 
stars.

survey, observations
Tables, plans, sections, 
diagrams, Illustrations

HUMAN+SPACE+LIGHT


